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884 J. Zªoma«zuk et al.1. IntrodutionThe results of the measurements of the pd ! 3He � ross setion nearthreshold [1, 2℄ were surprising in that they showed an amplitude whihdereased rapidly over an energy range of only a few MeV. Despite the dra-mati fall, the Center-of-Momentum (CM) di�erential ross setion remainedrather isotropi. These features indiate a large � 3He s-wave satteringlength, whih might be assoiated with an � 3He quasi-bound state [3℄.The striking features of the pd! 3He � reation initiated a lot of theo-retial ativity but the satisfatory understanding has not been reahed yet.In 1988, Laget and Leolley presented a mirosopi alulation in whihthey used an elementary �N ! �N amplitude, parameterized in terms ofseveral N� resonanes [4℄. In the alulation they inluded three-body meh-anisms allowing the large momentum transfer, needed to produe �, to beshared between all three nuleons. This feature turned out to be very im-portant sine the two-body mehanisms were shown to underestimate theross setion by almost two orders of magnitude. The model was able toreprodue the high energy part (above �1400 MeV) of the experimental ex-itation funtion for �� = 180Æ. However, the low energy part was missedby more than an order of magnitude.Kilian and Nann [5℄ have notied that the � prodution ross setionmight be enhaned if the reation proeeds as a sequene of two steps, pp!d�+ and �+n! p�, followed by fusion of p and d into 3He. They have alsoargued that lose to threshold the intermediate partiles: n, d and �+ arenearly on the mass shell and, in addition, the deuteron produed in the �rststep and the proton produed in the seond step have similar veloities sothey an easily fuse into 3He. The last feature is usually referred to as �magikinematis�. In the Kilian and Nann approah both steps are simulated witha Monte Carlo (MC) program using partiles obtained in the �rst step asinput for the seond step.A quantum-mehanial implementation of these ideas predits a rosssetion whih is only about a fator of two lower than the experimentaldata [6℄.The ross setion of the reation was reently been measured at a beamenergy of 980 MeV [7℄ and found to be muh larger than that observednear threshold. Taken together with the available higher energy data, thisled the authors to suggest that the exitation funtion of the pd ! 3He �reation might be desribed in a model that only inluded the S11(1535)baryon resonane and phase spae. In support of this, they argued thatthe e�ets of the � 3He �nal state interation were restrited to the near-threshold region. The authors also suggested that the lassial two-stepmodel failed to reprodue their experimental data.



Measurement and Analysis of the pd! 3He � Reation : : : 885The muh higher statistis measurements of the pd ! 3He � reationarried out at the CELSIUS storage ring in Uppsala at four beam energies:930, 965, 1037 and 1100 MeV, have shown that the CM � angular distribu-tions are beoming highly anisotropi with inreasing energy [8℄. However,the distributions are not forward peaked as in the ase of the pd! 3He�0reation [9℄. Sine the pd ! 3He�0 reation is well desribed in terms ofempirial pn! d�0 amplitudes [10℄, the di�erene in the �0 and � angulardistributions may be taken as another indiation that two-body mehanismsare suppressed in the pd! 3He � reation.In this ontribution we shall brie�y review the results of the Uppsalaexperiment and present a two-step MC model developed to desribe theexperimental data. 2. ExperimentThe Uppsala experiment was performed at the CELSIUS storage ring ofThe Svedberg Laboratory, using the WASA/PROMICE experimental set-up. The detetor system, desribed in detail in Ref. [11℄, is shown shemat-ially in Fig. 1. The Forward Detetor (FD), whih omprises four sets ofplasti sintillation detetors and a traker, provides reliable detetion from4:5Æ to 20Æ. The �rst set of sintillators after the forward exit window of thesattering hamber, labeled FWC, onsists of four 3 mm thik segments andis used in the trigger to redue bakground from interations of the beamhalo with the forward part of the beam pipe. The next set (FTH) omprisesthree 5 mm thik layers. The �rst two layers are eah divided into 24 spiralsegments, whereas the third is made of 48 setor-like segments. The thirdset (FRH) ontains four 11 m thik layers, whih are divided into 24 setorsand plaed so that one FRH setor overlaps with two setors of the thirdplane of the FTH. The FRH is followed by a veto hodosope (FVH) ontain-ing 12 horizontal bars. In order to inrease the amount of light olleted,the FVH modules are read out by two photomultiplier (PM) tubes plaedat both ends.The Central Detetor (CD) inludes two arrays of CsI rystals designedto measure both harged partiles and photons emitted with angles between30Æ to 90Æ. These arrays are preeded by thin plasti sintillator detetors,used as veto ounters in the ase of photon detetion and as �E ountersfor harged partiles.Sine a orret energy measurement is ruial in this experiment, a spe-ial alibration proedure was developed in order to determine the responseof the detetor modules with su�ient auray. The method, involvingmeasuring protons elastially sattered by a proton target in an energy rangefrom 48 to 300 MeV, is desribed in Ref. [12℄. It is also neessary to have
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Fig. 1. Shemati representation of the PROMICE-WASA experiment.good ontrol of the gain stability to obtain a good energy resolution. Forthis purpose pulses from a light soure were distributed to all detetors usingoptial �bers [13℄. The stability of the light soure was in turn heked withpd elasti sattering measured simultaneously with the 3He prodution.With various adjustments, desribed in detail in Ref. [8℄, an exellentmissing mass resolution was ahieved over the totality of the data at the fourenergies, as demonstrated in Fig. 2. The prominent � peak has a FWHM thathanges with beam energy, from 3.4 MeV/2 at 930 MeV to 8.4 MeV/2 at1100 MeV. Suh narrow widths show not only good 3He energy determinationbut also prove that any gain drift of the measuring eletronis was properlyorreted for. It is also worth noting that at all energies the bakground tothe left and right of the peak an be joined smoothly.In order to obtain distributions in the � CM angle with respet to theproton beam diretion, ��, the whole range of os �� was divided into 20bins and a missing mass distribution onstruted for eah of them. Forthe low-statistis samples, where both the 3He and photons were detetedin oinidene, only 10 bins were used. The � ontent was determined by�tting a polynomial funtion to regions outside of the peak and subtratingthe resulting bakground.The angular distributions have to be orreted for detetor aeptaneand this was done using a systemati Monte Carlo simulation of the detetorresponse based on the GEANT3 program [14℄.The di�erential ross setions have been normalized to both proton-deuteron elasti sattering and quasi-elasti proton-proton sattering. Thesewere measured in parallel to the pd ! 3He � reation by using a high-resolution silion detetor, plaed at � 75Æ, in oinidene with the FD (seeFig. 1). The pd! pd data were ompared to the pd elasti ross setion,d�dt = 394 exp(�29:72jtj + 30:93t2) [mb/(GeV/)2℄; (1)
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Fig. 2. Missing mass distributions of the pd ! 3HeX reation summed over an-gles and presented in 1 MeV/2 bins at our four energies. The urves representpolynomial �ts to the regions outside of the � peak.where t is the square of the four-momentum transfer. The parameters havebeen obtained by �tting existing elasti sattering data by Wilkenmannet al. [15℄ in an energy range lose to the present experiment. The normal-ization of our quasi-elasti sattering data was adjusted to agree with theexperimental results of Sai et al. [16℄. The two methods gave luminositieswhih did not di�er by more than a few perent.The aeptane-orreted distributions in os �� are shown in Fig. 3.The full irles represent data where only the 3He was deteted, while theempty irles orrespond to events where the 3He and the two photons fromthe � deay were deteted in oinidene. The good overlap between thetwo sets supports the orretness of the detetor aeptane evaluation. Inaddition to the errors shown, there is an overall systemati unertainty,whih arises dominantly from the luminosity normalization (10%) but withminor ontributions from the estimation of 3He losses (� 5%) and detetordesription (� 5%). It is interesting to note that all the di�erential rosssetions reported in this paper are maximal for os �� � 0:5.The points in the bakward diretion (full squares) have been taken froman interpolation of the systemati measurement of the exitation funtion atSPESIV at this angle [17℄. The solid lines represent phenomenologial �ts
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Fig. 3. Aeptane-orreted distributions in os �� obtained at our four beam en-ergies. The full and empty irles represent data taken with only 3He deteted andwith 3He and two photons deteted, respetively. The points in the bakward di-retion (full squares) ome from an interpolation of the Salay SPESIV results [17℄.The solid lines represent third order polynomial �ts in os ��. The open squaresshown on the 930 and 965 MeV graphs and the open diamonds on the 1037 and1100 graphs were taken from the SPESIV results at 950 and 1050 MeV, respe-tively [17℄. The triangles on the 965 MeV graph are the GEM points [7℄ saled byan empirial fator of 0.71.to the experimental data with a third-order polynomiald�d
� = a(1 + b os �� +  os2 �� + d os3 ��) : (2)The values of �2 are very similar whether or not the bakward SPESIVvalues are inluded in the �t, showing that our results are onsistent withtheirs. In order to onstrain the �t better in the large angle region, theurves shown in Fig. 3 and the parameters listed in Table I, orrespond toinluding the Salay 180Æ results in the minimization. The errors on theparameters are purely statistial. The SPESIV group [17℄ also took dataat a few angles lose to 180Æ, although not at quite the same energies asours. These points have been added to the most appropriate graphs. Alsoshown are data taken by the GEM ollaboration at 980 MeV [7℄. To omparethe shape of their angular distribution with our results, these points have



Measurement and Analysis of the pd! 3He � Reation : : : 889been redued by an empirial overall fator of 0.71. Even onsidering onehigh point at small angles, the di�erential distribution saled in this way isompatible with our 965 MeV data. TABLE IParameters obtained by �tting the � angular distributions with the formula ofEq. (2).Tp a b  d �2(MeV) (nb/sr)930 28:6� 0:7 0:33� 0:07 �0:36� 0:11 �0:10� 0:15 0:35965 41:9� 0:7 0:81� 0:05 �0:64� 0:07 �0:56� 0:09 1:271037 39:1� 0:8 1:10� 0:06 �0:48� 0:07 �0:65� 0:10 0:751100 38:6� 1:1 1:20� 0:09 �0:61� 0:09 �0:87� 0:14 0:85The �ts to the angular distributions presented in Fig. 4 have been usedto obtain the total ross setions, �tot, given in Table II with their statistialerrors. TABLE IITotal pd ! 3He � ross setions obtained in this work. The errors quoted arepurely statistial. Tp (MeV) �tot (nb)930 316� 16965 413� 151037 412� 161100 386� 20The omparison between the total ross setions measured here and thoseobtained in previous works is shown in Fig. 4. To display fully the very au-rate experiments arried out lose to threshold, it is useful to eliminate thephase spae fator from the data by de�ning an average amplitude squared:jf j2 = ppp� �tot4� ; (3)where pp and p� are the CM momenta of the initial proton and �nal �.The steep fall in the amplitude over the �rst few MeV in exess energy isthe sign of a very large � 3He sattering length, whih might be assoiated
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Fig. 4. Average amplitude squared of the pd! 3He � reation as a funtion of theCM � momentum. Empty and full triangles represent the SPESII results [2℄ andthose of this work, respetively. The GEM point [7℄ is shown as an open irle.The solid urve, taken from Ref. [18℄, follows from a ombined s-wave optialmodel �t to near-threshold pd ! 3He � and ~dd ! 4He � data. The deviationsof our points from the �t leave spae for p and higher wave ontributions. Theresonane parameterization of Ref. [7℄ (dotted urve) does not desribe well thenear-threshold data [2℄ nor the results of this work.with a quasi-bound �-nulear state [3℄. A ombined optial model �t wasmade in Ref. [18℄ to the near-threshold pd ! 3He � and ~dd ! 4He � data,assuming that the energy dependene is the result of an s-wave �nal stateinteration. This predition, whih has here merely been extended in p�, ismeant to desribe �nal s-waves in the � 3He system. The urve passes loseto our 930 MeV point but diverges further from the higher ones. This is asexpeted, sine the anisotropy of our angular distributions shown in Fig. 3means that there are signi�ant ontributions from higher partial waves inaddition to the s-wave.3. Two-step model of the pd! 3He � reationIn the two-step model of Kilian and Nann [5℄, the pd ! 3He � reationis assumed to proeed as a sequene of two proesses, pp! d�+ and �+n!p�, followed by fusion of the d from the �rst step and the p from the seondstep to form the 3He. In addition, the partiles produed in the �rst stepare assumed to be on or lose to their mass shells.



Measurement and Analysis of the pd! 3He � Reation : : : 891In this work we require the proton from the seond step (see the diagramof Fig. 5) to be o�-shell sine it is not possible to form a 3He nuleus from anon-shell proton and deuteron. The fusion is simulated using the spetatormodel with the deuteron being the spetator. This is easier to see if thegraph of Fig. 5 is looked at from right to left: the 3He splits into on-shell d0and o�-shell p�. The spetator model is based on two assumptions [21℄:� the spetator partile (d0) in�uenes the interation only in terms ofthe assoiated Fermi motion,� the matrix element for the quasi-free reation on a bound target par-tile (p�) is idential to that for the free reation at the same energy.We thus assume, that the p� interats with the � in the same way as anon-shell proton.The spetator model is also used in the simulation of the pp ! d�+reation. In this ase the neutron from the initial deuteron is on-shell andats as a spetator. Consequently, just as in the Kilian and Nann model,the three partiles produed in the �rst step, i.e. d, �+ and the spetatorneutron are on the mass shell. In the seond step the �+n interation leadsto formation of one of the N� resonanes, whih then deays into an on-shell� and o�-shell proton p� in suh a way that p� and d0 an fuse into 3He.

Fig. 5. Shemati representation of the two-step mehanism of the pd ! 3He �reation.The resulting probability of the pd! 3He � reation is then taken to beequal towf = j	3He(q0)j2 p�pp 1d2 d�(�+n! p�)=d
 d�(pp! d�+)=d
 q2j	d(q)j2 :(4)



892 J. Zªoma«zuk et al.	d(q) represents the S-state deuteron wave funtion, here taken from theParis model [22℄. The parameter q is the nuleon momentum in the deuteronrest frame. The 3He wave funtion, 	3He(q0), has been taken from Ref. [24℄.The parameter q0 is equal to the d0 momentum in the 3He rest frame. Thedi�erential ross setion d�(pp ! d�+)=d
 is obtained by linear interpo-lation over a two-dimensional matrix of data on the pp ! d�+ reationextrated with the SAID program [23℄. The quantity d represents the dis-tane between the pion prodution vertex and the spetator neutron and ithas been taken to be equal to ~=q. Note that, due to the large momentumtransfer, the pion prodution region is small ompared to the internuleondistane in the deuteron (� ~=q from the unertainty priniple).The �+n! �p ross setion is poorly known so a parameterization of theresults of work of Batini¢ et al. [25℄ on the multiresonane oupled hannelmodel of the ��p! �n reation has been used. For energies, W , below thep + � mass, d�(��p ! �n)=d
 has been replaed with jM(W )j2j~p�j=j~p�j;where jM(W )j2 was approximated by the Breit�Wigner formjM(W )j2 = AW 2R� 2R�W 2R �W 2�2 +W 2R� (W )2 ; (5)with WR=1.544 GeV and �R=0.203 GeV, as taken from the work ofKrushe [26℄. The S11 resonane width � (W ) is strongly energy dependentbeause the resonane is loated very lose to the �-prodution threshold.The parameter A=0.314 mb has been adjusted to provide a ontinuous tran-sition between the two regions (see Fig. 6).The weight (4) leads to the exitation funtion shown in Fig. 7. In orderto �t the Uppsala experimental points, the MC distribution had to be dividedby a fator of 3.6, though this is not unexpeted given the rudeness of theestimate for d. As one an see, the MC urve roughly follows the Uppsaladata. However, the amplitude squared dereases for small energies and atthreshold is about a fator of three lower than at 965 MeV, in disagreementwith the experiment. It should be noted that this result is in agreement withthe quantum-mehanial treatment of Fäldt and Wilkin [6℄, where it hasbeen shown that the rapid inrease of the amplitude squared near thresholdis to be attributed to the �3He �nal state interation. Similar results havealso been obtained by Khemhandani et al. [27℄. They have shown thatnear threshold the two-step model gives a matrix element squared whih isonstant and the experimentally observed inrease is again attributed to the�3He �nal state interation.While the model desribes qualitatively the shape of the exitation fun-tion in the Uppsala energy range, it fails ompletely to reprodue the angulardistributions. This is shown in Fig. 8, where the experimental angular distri-butions are ompared to the simulated ones. As one an see the simulation
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Fig. 6. Experimental exitation funtion of the ��p ! n� reation (irles) takenfrom Ref. [28℄ ompared to the parameterization of the results of Ref. [25℄ (dashedline). Solid line is the total ross setion with the phase spae fator removed(�totp�=p�) and the dotted line represents its extension to the energies below then + � mass, as alulated using Eq. (5). This shows a typial usp struture of atype whih is well known at the � threshold.
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Fig. 7. Exitation funtion for the pd!3 He � reation obtained in the MC simula-tion with the weight given by the expression (4) (dashed urve). The experimentalpoints and solid urve are the same as in Fig. 4.is not even able to reprodue the sign of the slope. It is worth noting that asimilar result at a lower energy has been obtained in Ref. [27℄; the alulated�-prodution is larger in the bakward hemisphere.
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Fig. 8. Angular distributions obtained in the MC simulation of the pd ! 3He �reation ompared to the experimental data. Solid lines represent unonstraineddistributions. The distributions presented with dotted lines have been obtained forthe pion-neutron relative ut-o� angle hanging from about 100Æ at 930 MeV to�70Æ at 1100 MeV. At eah energy, both onstrained and unonstrained distribu-tions, were normalized to the total ross setion orresponding to that energy. Theresulting normalization fators are indiated in the panels. The experimental dataare the same as in Fig. 3.The fat that the two-step model gives nearly the right total ross setionwhile getting the angular distribution wrong suggests that it is missing some-thing. While the basi onept that the reation proeeds as a sequene oftwo proesses seems to be well established, the orretness of the assumptionon the reation of the seond step, i.e. �+n ! p�, proeeding as on a freetarget is not so obvious. To make it more lear a hypothetial arrangementof nuleons before and after the pp ollision is presented in Fig. 9.As shown in the �gure, the spetator neutron is pratially inside of thenewly produed deuteron, d0, so the hane that they interat is high. Inaddition, the large momentum transfer needed to produe a �+ (� pm�mp=0.36 GeV/ at threshold) requires the initial protons to approah eah otherlosely. As a onsequene, the distane between nuleons in the newly formedd0 is muh shorter than the one orresponding to the average in a physialdeuteron. But the d0 must eventually assume the normal deuteron stateso the nuleons have to move outward, whih leads to a further inrease
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Fig. 9. Shemati representation of the quasi-free pp! d�+ reation on a deuterontarget. The upper part represents the inoming proton and the initial deuteron (d)just before the ollision. The neutron (n) in the initial deuteron is a spetator. Thelower part shows positions of partiles just after the ollision with the spetatorneutron within the newly reated deuteron (d0).of the interation rate with the spetator neutron. The hanes for thespetator neutron not to interat with the d0 inrease when the nuleons inthe initial deuteron move outward. This is a onsequene of the fat that insuh a ase the spetator is esaping from the volume oupied by the d0.Combined with the observation, that �+ is produed in lose viinity of thepartiipating proton in the initial deuteron (�r � 0.55 fm), this imposesa orrelation between the diretions of ~p� and ~q; the probability for the�+n! �p reation to take plae is enhaned when the �+ an n are movingin similar diretions.In order to test if suh a orrelation exists the � angular distributionshave been obtained with various uts imposed on the relative �+� n angle,��n. A nearly perfet math between the experimental and simulated distri-butions for events with ��n not exeeding about 100Æ at 930 MeV and �70Æat 1100 MeV indiates (dotted line in Fig. 8), that the orrelation reallyexists. This in turn suggests that losses of the spetator neutrons due tointerations with deuterons may be important.



896 J. Zªoma«zuk et al.4. ConlusionsWe have measured the di�erential ross setion of the pd ! 3He �reation in a transition region where higher partial waves are starting toemerge. The distributions beome strongly anisotropi with inreasing en-ergy, although not peaking in the forward diretion. Comparison with thepd ! 3He�0, where the �0 angular distributions strongly peak in the for-ward diretion [9℄, suggests that the two reations are driven by di�erentmehanisms.The two-step MC model developed in this work desribes the shape ofthe exitation funtion of the pd ! 3He � reation in the energy range ofour experiment but misses the absolute value by a fator of � 3:6. Theexperimentally observed enhanement of the ross setion near threshold isnot reprodued if the 3He � �nal state interation is not inluded into themodel.The CM angular distributions of � predited by the model are peakedin the bakward diretion so that they do not agree with the experiment.However, the shape of the angular distributions may be hanged to maththe experimental ones by imposing a ondition on the relative pion-neutronangle. This observation suggests that �+n! p� reation is a�eted by thepresene of deuterons from the �rst step.We are very grateful to the TSL/ISV personnel for their ontinued helpduring the ourse of this work. Finanial support for this experiment andits analysis was provided by the Swedish Natural Siene Researh Coun-il, the Swedish Royal Aademy of Siene, the Swedish Institute, DeutsheForshung Gesellshaft (Mu 705/3 Graduiertenkolleg), the Polish State Com-mittee for Sienti� Researh (KBN) no 621/E-78/SPUB-M, the RussianAademy of Siene, the German Bundesministerium für Bildung und For-shung [06TU886 and DAAD℄, and the European Siene Exhange Pro-gram. REFERENCES[1℄ J. Berger et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 61, 919 (1988).[2℄ B. Mayer et al., Phys. Rev. C53, 2068 (1996).[3℄ C. Wilkin, Phys. Rev. C47, R938 (1993).[4℄ J.-M. Laget, J.-F. Leolley, Phys. Rev. Lett. 61, 2069 (1988).[5℄ K. Kilian, H. Nann, AIP Conf. Pro. 221, 185 (1990).[6℄ G. Fäldt, C. Wilkin, Nul. Phys. A587, 769 (1995).[7℄ M. Betigeri et al., Phys. Lett. B472, 267 (2000).
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